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Message from Director

In this issue…

My Visit to India
Taking an opportunity that the
Region 10 Section Chairs Meeting
and the R10 three Congresses
(Student, GOLD and WIE) were
held in India I decided to visit our
Sections there. It was a very
rewarding and busy experience: I
met so many outstanding long term IEEE volunteers,
Fellows, bright young members eager to assist underprivileged children, saw new activities developed (which we
will be spreading not only across Region 10 but also
globally) and also had a glimpse of incredible India.
As some of you will know India is the IEEE second biggest
membership country in the world after USA (over 24,000)
and accounts for 35 % of the R10 membership, 20% of
world female membership and 20% of world student
numbers. India is the 4th biggest economy, has 5000 years
old history, 1.3 billion people, 325 languages are spoken
there, 200,000 engineering graduates and 3000 technically
trained graduates are educated annually in over 250
universities, 1500 research institutions and 10,000 higher
education institutes. Chess and the number zero were
invented in India!
I visited Bombay, Bangalore, Kerala,
Hyderabad, Madras, Gujarat, Calcutta
and Delhi Sections and also members of
the Kharagpur Section came to Calcutta
to meet with me. It was really an eye
opening visit and I was very impressed with the level of
IEEE activities, including best in the world student
activities, I had an opportunity to see and to participate.
There is no room in my column to list everything I consider
excellent, so let me only mention my most favourite project
(as a past R10 SAC Chair): GINI project, developed by
Kerala Section to keep Student branches active. We will be
introducing this activity in several other countries in R10
this year.
I have learnt and saw a lot during my
three weeks in India - I would like to
thank very much all IEEE volunteers:
especially Section Chairs, Secretaries and
other IEEE members who assisted in organisation of my
visit.
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Marca, the TAB VP, Richard Gowen, IEEE Foundation
Chair, and IEEE Executive Director and Chief Operating
Office, Jeffrey Raines. Roberto briefly described TAB
2008 REGION 10 ANNUAL MEETING ROUNDUP
activities and Richard Gowen spoke about the activities of
The 2008 IEEE R10 Annual Meeting was held at the IEEE Foundation. Jeffrey Raynes spoke about how IEEE
Cambay Spa and Resort in Gandhinagar, Gujarat, India on has emerged as a successful organization in terms of
the 2nd and 3rd of February 2008. This is the first time the operation and implementation.
Annual Meeting of IEEE R10 was held in India since 1997. After the coffee break the R10 Bylaws and Operations
The weather in Gandhinagar which is about 10 km from the Manual Coordinator Akinori Nishihara gave presentation
city of Ahmedabad was excellent during this time of the about rules for conducting a meeting. Marzuki Khalid tabled
year with an average of about 17 degrees centigrade.
the Minutes of the R10 Annual Meeting held at Kota
The meeting started on scheduled at 0830 on 2nd February, Kinabalu in March 2007, which were unanimously
2008 with the call to order by Director, Janina Mazierska. approved. A report on the last EXCOM meeting held on
This was immediately followed by a roll call by R10 Jeju Island, Korea was also presented by Marzuki Khalid.
Secretary Marzuki Khalid. The attendance was a good 90% R10 Treasurer Takatoshi Minami presented the 2007
in which a total of 79 delegates attended with 13 invited financial report and a proposed R10 budget for 2008. The
guests. After a short address by R10 Director Professor Past Director of R10, Professor Seiichi Takeuchi informed
Janina Mazierska, IEEE President Lew Terman gave an the meeting that there are five candidates who have been
opening address to the delegates. Among the highlights of nominated for the R10 Director-Elect for 2009-2010. There
his speech, President Terman declared that he intended to are three from Japan, one from India and one from
make 2008 as an “India Initiative Year”. President Terman Singapore.

News & Reports from R10 Committees

also announced that the IEEE Board of Directors has
approved a new fund, referred to as the “New Initiative Seed
Fund”, for projects that can be applied by IEEE entities
around the world. Funds up to USD25k can be applied for
projects that are found to be beneficial to the IEEE
community worldwide.

A series of reports were next presented by R10 EXCOM
Members started by Student Activities Coordinator Mini S.
Thomas, followed by Awards and Recognition by Y.W. Liu,
Life Member activities by Graeme Gwilliam, Special
Projects by Lance Fung and Membership Development by
Pingzhi Fan. As the coordinator for Electronic
Communications and Newsletter Zia Ahmed was not able to
attend the Meeting, his activities were presented by Fanny
Su from IEEE Asia-Pacific Operations.
After lunch the presentations of EXCOM reports continued.
In his presentation Akinori Nishihara spoke about the

While addressing the meeting, President-Elect John Vig
presented his plans for 2009. He expressed hope to expand
the IEEE marketing efforts as well as to support
humanitarian proposals with funding. Three more
presentations were given by Region 10 guests, Roberto de
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Bylaws and Operation Manuals. As Miki Yamamoto could
not attend the meeting, the report on Section-Chapter
Support and Regional Chapter was presented by Fanny Su.
This was followed by presentation by Isao Shirakawa, the
Industry Liaison Coordinator and Lawrence Wong Regional
Conferences Coordinator.
Taipei Section Chair presented a report on the just
concluded TENCON 2007, held last November at Taipei,
Taiwan.
Two more IEEE R10 invited guests addressed the meeting.
The first was by Cecilia Jankowski, the Managing Director
of Member and Geographic Activities Board (MGAB). She
spoke about the transformation of RAB into MGAB. This
was followed by a talk entitled ‘Ethics in Society’ by Daniel
Yeung, who is the IEEE SMC President/Ethics and Member The 2nd day agenda included the confirmation of the 2008
Conduct Committee Chair.
programs by the Secretary and confirmation/approval of the
The last series of EXCOM reports were given by Norman 2008 R10 budget by Treasurer. Two motions on the Bylaws
Mariun on Educational Acitivities, Mahendra Shah on were proposed in the meeting. The first was the discrepancy
Technical Activities, Ramalatha Marimuthu on Women in between R10 and MGAB (previously RAB) versions which
Engineering and Helene Fung on GOLD activities. This was was corrected and unanimously approved. The second
followed by tea break before the last agenda of the day motion on the Bylaws was deferred for further discussion at
which was a discussion forum chaired by the R10 Director the next R10 meeting in Quebec city during the 2008
Section Congress. Another Motion by Seoul Chair to form
Professor Janina Mazierska.
The formal dinner was held at the gardens of the resort. A the Korea Council was also moved to the next R10 annual
lively traditional dance team of local boys and girls meeting as delegates did not agree to approve it at this point
entertained the guest. The dinner program included the since it has been formed and dissolved previously.
awards presentation ceremony. Various annual awards at the
Regional and HQ levels were presented by President
Terman, President-Elect John Vig and R10 Director Prof.
Janina Mazirska.

A series of presentations about TENCON were made by
representatives from various Sections. The first was
TENCON 2008 which will be held in Hyderabad in October
2008. The next was on TENCON 2009 by Singapore
Section, followed by TENCON 2010 by Fukuoka Section
and TENCON 2011 by Indonesian Section.
A leadership training workshop entitled “How to make your
Section an Award Winning One?” was conducted by Lance
Fung and Y.W. Liu. A series of presentations were given at
the workshop. The first two presentations were given by the
two R10 Best Large and Small Section Award winners for
2006, namely the Malaysia Section (large) and Shikoku
Section (small). Malaysia Section was also the recipient of
the 2006 MGAB Large Section Award. As part of the
workshop a training session on “IEEE Resources” was
given by Marianne Schmidt and Fanny Su. Marianne
Schmidt, responsible for the member services, presented
information on ‘Member Services’ operations and Fanny Su
talked about the ‘E-tools’ offered by IEEE HQ. Four
On the second day of the meeting the first presentation was
parallel break-out sessions were subsequently held to debate
‘IEEE History’ by Richard Gowen, who is also the IEEE
and plan on how to improve R10 Sections. These sessions
History Committee Chair.
were chaired by John Vig, Roberto de Marca, Lawarence
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Wong and Seiichi Takeuchi. The outcome of these sessions
will be consolidated by Helene Fung for presentation at the
next R10 meeting in Quebec City in September 2008.
A short presentation by the new China Council was given
by the China Council representative and also a report on the
new Vietnam Section was reported by Ta Minh Cao. After
lunch, the delegates together with their spouses were invited
to an excursion trip outside the Gandhinagar for the team
bonding and networking activity. A casual dinner was held
at the resort with presentations by the India Council, R10
Student Activities Coordinator Mini Thomas and Madras
Section GOLD Chair Sampan Kumar.
The annual meeting of IEEE Region 10 was held in very
good spirit and harmony of the IEEE community.
Marzuki Khalid
IEEE R10 Secretary 2007-2008
Photographs of R10 Awards Presentations at the 2008
R10 Annual Meeting Dinners

R. K. Asthana (Delhi Section) receiving the
2007 R10 Outstanding Volunteer Award

A number of annual awards were presented the R10 Annual
Meeting dinner in Ahmedabad, India. On this occasion R10
awards were given by Prof. Janina Mazierska, RAB awards
by the IEEE President Lew Terman and President Elect
2008 John Vig.

2006 R10 Outstanding Large Section Award being
received by the IEEE Malaysia Section.

2006 R10 Outstanding Small Section Award being
received by the IEEE Shikoku Section.
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2007 Region 10 Outstanding Branch Counsellor
Award winner Dr. Anil K Roy (DC-IIIT,
Ahmedabad, Gujarat India) receiving the
certificate.

Mr. Sampathkumar Veeraraghavan (Madras
Section) receiving the 2007 Region 10 GOLD
Award certificate.

Prof. Shirakawa receiving his RAB Achievement
Award from IEEE President Lew Terman

Mr. Sampathkumar Veeraraghavan (Madras Section)
receiving the RAB GOLD Award from IEEE President Lew
Terman.

25th Anniversary Banner for Kerala Section presented
by IEEE President Elect 2008 John Vig

25th Anniversary Banner for Victorian Section
presented by IEEE President Elect 2008 John Vig

IEEE President Lew Terman presenting the RAB
Outstanding Small Section Award to the IEEE Shikoku
Section

R10 Awards and certificates presented at the ceremony
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with the lighting of the traditional lamp by the dignitaries,
followed by the invocation, a melodious Indian song to
January 27-30th, 2008, Chennai, India
invoke the blessings of Goddess Saraswati, the Goddess of
IEEE Region 10 Student Congress 2008 was held at wisdom and knowledge.
Chennai, India from 27-30th January 2008. It was not only
IEEE’s fourth R10 Student Congress in R10, but was also
‘the student congress’ which saw a turnout of over 300
students from all over Asia-Pacific and a galaxy of
dignitaries gracing the event. The Student Congress was the
fourth of the series after three R10 Student Congresses at
Singapore, Hong Kong and Beijing, and was being held for
the first time in India. The second day, 28th January, was a
common day for holding Students, GOLD and WIE
congresses jointly.
IEEE Region 10 Student Congress 2008

January was ideal for this congress, as the weather and the
ambience were pleasantly appeasing. The theme of the R10
Student Congress was “IEEE for Youth – Leveraging Social
Networking for Professional Development”. It was an
accurate commemoration of mankind’s technical
achievements and of IEEE’s diverse network of young Mini S. Thomas, R10 Student Activities Coordinator and
also the General Chair of the organizing committee started
people.
the proceedings with her remarks about the organization of
Sunday, 27th January, 2008
the congress. She introduced all the dignitaries to the
Unofficially (as most of the student delegates as well as the audience, and the delegates were also introduced country
respected senior delegates had already arrived), R10 SC and Section wise.
2008 began on 27th January. Student delegates ranging from
Japan, Korea, China, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Thailand, S. Salivahanam, IEEE Madras Section Chair and Principal
Macau, Malaysia, Australia and New Zealand began of SSN College, the host institution, gave the welcome
checking into their respective dormitories on this day. To address followed by the release of the souvenir prepared for
shed their jet lag, and more importantly to network, games the occasion, by the IEEE President Lewis M. Terman.
of basketball, squash, chess were available where simple, Lewis M. Terman, gave the inaugural address, which also
true & silent bonding took place. Dinner was served at the coincided with the inauguration of the GOLD/WIE
SSN College of Engineering, the gracious and generous host Congress that was held in conjunction with the Student
institution of this event. Keeping in mind IEEE’s tag line Congress. The President stressed on the vastness of Region
‘Networking the World’, there was an ice-breaking-cum- 10, its diversity, and why the students should retain the
integration activity where all the student delegates interacted IEEE membership. He also emphasised on his “India
amongst themselves, and started to share their culture and Initiative”. Professor Janina Mazierska, Region 10 Director,
gave her view points on this grand Student Congress and
customs.
specifically expressed gratitude and appreciation for R10
Monday, 28th January, 2008
having the highest number of female members. Karen
28th January came and the venue’s auditorium slowly filled Panetta, IEEE WIE affinity group Chair, in her address
up with students dressed in formals, all feeling important expressed her delight about her Indian experience and
and getting noticed with their new IEEE R10 SC 2008 bags. articulated her keen goals of leading WIE to new heights
The atrium of the auditorium was impressive, and portrayed and to strongly unite women engineers from all over the
a diverse and multicultural India.
world. Kala Vijaykumar, President of SSN Institutions, the
The inaugural session of the R10 Student Congress started graceful hosts to the mega event was delighted to host this
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International Student Congress. Suresh C. Pal, Organizing
Chair of the Student Congress and also Student Activity
Chair, IEEE Madras Section, delivered the vote of thanks,
and stressed the need for reactivating dormant student
branches. The inaugural session was also attended by IEEE
President Elect 2008 John Vig, VP TAB Roberto De Marca,
IEEE Foundation President Richard Gowen, Staff Director,
Matthew Loeb, MGAB Managing Director, Cecelia
Jankowski and IEEE Executive Director Jeffery Raynes.

After a brief coffee break, there was a presentation on the
various R10 student activities by Mini S. Thomas, R10
Student Activities Coordinator, and Suresh C. Pal.
Following this, a presentation on R10 GOLD activities was
given by Helene Fung, IEEE R10 GOLD Coordinator and
Sampath Kumar, GOLD Chair Madras Section. WIE
activities presentation was given by K. Panetta and M
Ramalatha, IEEE R10 WIE Coordinator. A photo session
followed, and soon after, lunch was served where all
GOLD, WIE and student delegates got to network and
discuss strategies over their food. Satheesh Kumar,
Secretary India Council gave his felicitations.

another interactive session. This was followed by some
brain teasers and an interesting quiz.
The most awaited event of the day - the Indian Cultural
program, performed exclusively by the IEEE student
volunteers of Madras Section with a variety of cultural items
& folk dances, was greatly appreciated by all dignitaries and
delegates.

After the cultural activity the award ceremony was held to
confer awards to the winners of the various contests and
new initiatives of the R10 SAC. Dinner followed and then
some informal activities continued in the auditorium. R10
Director Janina’s birthday, which coincided with the
inaugural day of the Student Congress, was also celebrated
with much enthusiasm.
Tuesday, 29th January, 2008
The students gathered inside the auditorium with excitement
and enthusiasm to enjoy the next day. The morning session
started with a presentation by Cognizant Technologies, the
principal sponsor for the Student Congress.

Presentations from 10 IEEE Sections outlined their diverse
The Student Congress was fully covered by IEEETv, and array of activities to boost student activities. This was
Noel Bryson and her team had a good time interviewing the followed by the formation of 10 multicultural, multilingual
delegates.
and truly diverse groups, coordinated by Prijoe Philips, the
After lunch, Richard Gowen gave an enlightening speech GOLD mentor for SAC, for various group activities and
about the IEEE Foundation. A one-hour Leadership discussions.
Training Workshop was conducted by Jaya Indiresan, In an interactive session with the Branch counsellors, who
currently a prominent consultant to various national and had come from across Region 10, major problems faced by
international agencies. Janina Mazierska took the dais again Branch counsellors and best practices were highlighted and
for an interactive session with the student delegates, which discussed. Martin J. Bastiaans, the R8 Student Activities
brought out some interesting suggestions.
Coordinator gave a presentation on SPAC and SPAve, and
the ISBIR team of Gokhan. Farhan from Turkey gave a
lecture on the ISBIR activities. They also conducted a
workshop for 30 delegates on how to prepare a proposal for
ISBIR.
The team building activities tested the creativity of the all
teams and their ability to excel as a unit. It was amazing to
see the way teams gave shape to their ideas. Activities like
building ‘Taj Mahal’ from news paper was one challenging
task but nothing could prevent the teams from designing it
better than their counterparts.
The afternoon session started with a lecture on IEEE
Technical Activities by TAB VP Roberto De Marca, which
was received with great enthusiasm by the students. In the
mean time, for the vibrant Student Branches of R10
After the brief tea break there was a presentation on the new
Exhibition, the stalls of various student branches, about 19
initiatives in IEEE by John Vig, President Elect 2008
in all, were set up for exhibition and evaluations. Posters,
followed by a lively interaction. Cecelia Jankowski gave a
banners, list of activities, distribution of annual magazines
brief view of the ‘Inside IEEE’, which was followed by
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and pamphlets showed the enthusiasm of the IEEE student
community. The enthusiastically put up stalls proved to be
tough to judge the winner, and it was only after a lot of
discussion that the judges (Lewis Terman, John Vig, and
Roberto Marca) could decide the best four student branches,
BUET Bangladesh, NIT, Warangal, RASET, Kerala, and
IGIT, Delhi.

The evening of 29th January saw some activities that helped
the student community to ponder over the initiatives and the
methods by which the functioning of IEEE in the region,
Sections and student branches could be improved. The
group discussion had very interesting questions like what
incentives the student community expects from IEEE and
how to retain students as members after graduation. Some
suggestions were given by the student delegates to
streamline the functioning of IEEE at various levels as well
as how to mobilize the resources so as to ensure maximum
benefit to the community as a whole. The suggestions were
well appreciated by the dignitaries, Lew, John and Roberto.
The dignitaries also shook a leg with the students, to ward
off sleep after the lunch break.

student volunteers led by the student chair, Bhavika. The
closing ceremony was followed by exchange of gifts
amongst delegates as a token of remembrance and affection.
The Student Congress gave the delegates a wonderful
opportunity to interact with peers from all over the AsiaPacific.
Following the closing ceremony, a tour to Mahabalipuram, a
world heritage sight, built in the seventh century by the
Kings of the Pallava dynasty was organized for the
participants. The Mahabalipuram monuments are rock-cut
and monolithic, constituted by cave temples, rathas
(chariots), sculpted reliefs and structural temples with
beautiful beaches, which caught the delegates spell bound.

This marked the culmination of a memorable four day long
congress where delegates from all parts of the world got an
opportunity to network with each other. It provided the
perfect platform for budding technocrats to meet and
exchange their views to build a better and a brighter
tomorrow.
Mini S. Thomas, R10 Student Activities Coordinator
(With thanks for inputs from Ritika Arora, student delegate,
Delhi Section)

After the exhibition and the group discussion it was time for
the multicultural shows by the student delegates. It Photographs of IEEE R10 SC2008 at: www.ssn.edu.in
undoubtedly proved how culturally rich and diverse the
Words of Wisdom
IEEE student volunteers are. There were never ending
We are great and let us retain this leadership
performances by the students from almost every Section in
the region, which ranged from lively songs from China, the
We, human beings, are endowed with immense
Haka dance from New Zealand and the Kerala Section
capabilities. The systems engineered by us are nowhere
presenting their entire culture in short pieces of dances and
near our body's sensory capabilities. For example, in
songs. Everyone just couldn’t get enough of it! The last
speech understanding, the human abilities of deciphering
speech in environments degraded due to reverberation
planned event was the R10 GINI project meeting for a small
far exceed those of computers or such other gadgets.
group of enthusiastic delegates.
Wednesday, 30th January, 2008
The last day of the IEEE R10 Congress 2008 was packed
with enriching presentations and nostalgic memories. The
innovative programs by Student Branch presentations,
especially the branches from Pakistan, enlightened the
minds of all the participants. This was followed by an
introduction of the GINI (Global Integrated Network of
IEEE) project by Mini S. Thomas, and Prijoe Philips. GINI
is a new initiative taken up by IEEE R10 SAC for the
improvement and promotion of existing student branches,
and creation of new branches with the help of identified
pilot branches.
After the presentation on GINI, the closing ceremony was
held where certificates were distributed. The entire Madras
Section was congratulated for organizing a successful
technical cum cultural extravaganza. Special mention was
made of Ashwin Sahoo, Branch Counsellor, SSN and the
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However, as we grow, we depend more on man-made
gadgets, in preference to the innate capabilities within
us. Often this leads us to a state of total dependence on
such devices and often lands us in helpless situations
when they fail. A case in point is our going blank, if the
cell phone in which we have stored all phone numbers
'securely', is lost or doesn't work. We would have
already done away with the habit of keeping pocket
diaries and also our ability to remember numbers may
not be sharp due to lack of regular use.
Intuition, gut feeling and our conscience are other
important attributes we are empowered with. And to
take advantage of them, we have to harness these skills
continuously, to be in better control of situations, using
the resources within us, without being gadget-holics.
N.T. Nair ntnair@ieee.org
Chair, IEEE India Council

group?” to the more strategic discussion of “are the current
IEEE Regional boundaries appropriate?” As it turns out, I
did all right for a first timer and may actually have a hidden
For the first time in Region 10 history, we held a joint
talent in panel discussions.
congress between the students, Graduates Of the Last
Decade, and Women In Engineering. This was held 28-30
January 2008 in Chennai (formerly called Madras), India.
An Unexpected Ride of Surprises
The 2008 R10 Student/GOLD/WIE Congress

Doing some research before the trip, I came across a
warning in a travel book that going to India will be a lifechanging experience. I was initially sceptical; but now I
have to admit I did come back looking at the world slightly
differently. Let me start from the very beginning…
The moment which set the scene was when I arrived from
the airport to my hotel in Chennai, only to find that my
booking’s been bumped (this was auspicious wedding
season, so apparently the hotel felt it was OK to doublebook) and I had to move to a different hotel for one night.
Little did I know a lot more surprises were to come!
Fast forward to the “informal” pre-opening dinner (at least
that’s what it says on the program). I sat in my t-shirt, cargo
pants and sneakers, increasingly self-conscious as the men
showed up in crisply ironed shirts and trousers (some even
with suit jackets) and women in their sparkling sarees and
dresses. A quick costume change was in order! I wasn’t the
only one who took the program too literally as the dress
code though; a few American guests and a Kiwi also turned
up in casual gear. Classic case of different cultural
interpretations between east and west!

Some of the GOLD and WIE delegates
Behind the scenes, throughout the day the local GOLD chair
Sampathkumar Veeraraghavan came to me saying “Helene,
we have a little problem…” for so many times I lost count.
These issues ranged from the hotel power supply not being
powerful enough for the ieee.tv film crew’s lighting, to the
bus booked to take the delegates sight-seeing the next day
being suddenly cancelled for no apparent reason.
By now I realised that things in India work completely
differently to the detailed planning and controlled
uncertainty I am accustomed to (a father who worked for
decades as a planning engineer for a major power utility is a
strong influence). It’s a completely different culture and
everything’s in a constant state of flux over here. But
Sampath saved me from a heart attack by promptly
announcing “problem solved”, within 10 minutes and after
much running and calling around. It is to his credit, and
Region 10 WIE chair Ramalatha Marimuthu’s, that the
congress went as smoothly as it did. It is quite remarkable
that a slight control-freak like me has completely given up
worrying by the afternoon, knowing that if there’s a
problem that they can’t fix, it probably isn’t fixable!

Helene Fung with some of the GOLD and WIE delegates
On the first day of the congress, delegates from all three
groups shared a joint program. An advanced notice from
Region 10 Student Activities Chair Mini Thomas that there
was a record student turnout this year didn’t quite fully
prepare me for the adrenalin rush of giving a talk to a full
house of approximately 250, and the “rock star treatment”
given to myself and the other distinguished guests from
IEEE Headquarters – we got inundated with delegates
wanting to have a chat and requests for autographs and
posing in photos!
The next day, GOLD and WIE had a separate track from the
students in a more cosy setting. I was in for another surprise
when I walked in – apparently I was to sit on a panel with
distinguished guests including IEEE President Lew Terman,
Helene Fung with Sampathkumar Veeraraghavan,
President-Elect John Vig, TAB VP Roberto de Marca, WIE
Ramalatha Marimuthu and Hong Kong WIE Delegate
Chair Karen Panetta, Staff Director Matt Loeb and Region
Joanne Tse
10 Director Janina Mazierska. We were grilled by the
delegates’ questions ranging from the practical “how do I But the biggest surprise was still yet to come. After the
attract more people to activities organised by my GOLD delegates have shared with each other the experience of
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their respective affinity groups, we had a cultural program formed during the Congress will be maintained, and we can
with a difference. The yoga and dance performances were all work together through IEEE to better serve humanity.
by a group of differently-abled children from the Madhuram
Naraynan Centre for Exceptional Children, which the
Madras Section GOLD and WIE groups have been actively
assisting. In fact, Sampath founded a research group which
develops technological aids for helping the physically
challenged.

Going sight-seeing

A yoga class with a difference
This emphasis on social responsibility ties in perfectly with
IEEE’s core value of service to humanity – leveraging
technology and engineering to benefit human welfare. A
few IEEE guests from the US and myself were invited to
present the children with small gifts. Watching their
innocent smiles, I was reminded of the very reason I got into
volunteering in the first place, even years before I extending
my volunteering involvement to IEEE: I want to make a
difference, and I want to make this world a better place.
Sometimes, when you’re focusing on budget discussions or
word-smithing Bylaw changes, it’s easy to momentarily
forget that. But this experience has deeply touched and reenergised us.

Helene Hoi-Ying Fung
2008 Region 10 GOLD Coordinator
R10 Women In Engineering Congress 2008
NETWORKING - A SUCCESS STORY
The IEEE Asia Pacific Student/GOLD/WIE Congress was
organized in Chennai, India on Jan 28th, 29th and 30th
2008, hosted by IEEE Region 10 and IEEE Madras Section.
The Congress was held jointly for Student/GOLD/WIE on
28th January and on 29th and 30th January the GOLD &
WIE Congresses were held at Hotel Green Park.
Being the first Asia Pacific WIE Congress, the organizers
had carefully framed exciting events along with the GOLD
Congress. The Congress acted as an excellent interface to
create awareness about the role of women in engineering.
All the IEEE top volunteer executives from Head Quarters,
USA and Region 10 came to grace the occasion. Dr. Lewis
Terman, IEEE President was accompanied by his wife Mrs.
Barbara Terman, Dr. John Vig, President Elect 2008, Dr.
Richard Gowen (IEEE Foundation), and Dr. Roberto De
Marca, Dr. Jeffrey Rhynes, Dr. Matthew Loeb and a number
of other volunteers along with Region 10 Director Professor
Janina Mazierska, inaugurated the event. The inaugural
session was followed by presentations by the Region 10
Student Activity Committee, GOLD Committee and WIE
Committee about the present activities and future plans. All
participants appreciated the leadership workshop and the
interactive sessions with the IEEE VIPs.

Hong Kong GOLD Delegate Jimmy Chan with one of the
special children in dance costume
There were many other touching moments too, as the
delegates enjoyed each other’s company and shared with
each other cultural aspects that transcend geographical
barriers. Songs from different countries were sung during
the bus rides; I managed to teach a local GOLD committee
member some basic salsa moves in less than an hour and we
did a performance after the closing dinner; a Hong Kong
delegate also showed us some Chinese martial arts moves.
After that, many others joined in for an impromptu dance
party.
It is my sincere hope that the friendships and networks
Discussion forum with the IEEE dignitaries
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The second day of Congress, which was organized in Hotel
Green Park, was a golden day for GOLD/WIE participants.
The joint congress commenced with a prayer song by the
students from Easwari Engineering colleges. The welcome
address was given by Sampathkumar Veeraraghavan,
organizing Chair of the GOLD Congress. In his speech, he
attributed his success to the IEEE membership and the
contacts. Mrs Ramalatha Marimuthu, organizing Chair of
the WIE Congress delivered the special address, in which
she emphasized how educating a woman upgrades the
quality of life for a society and wished the participants a
fruitful congress.
Dr. Lewis Terman, Dr. John Vig, Dr.Karen Panetta, Chair
WIE, Dr. Richard Gowen, Dr. Roberto De Marca, Dr.
Jeffrey Rhynes, Dr. Matthew Loeb and a number of other
volunteers along with Region 10 Director Dr.Janina
Mazierska, started the events of the day with a discussion
forum, in which the President and other IEEE dignitaries
answered various queries posted by the participants.
Interesting questions pertaining to IEEE membership
development, GOLD and WIE raised by the audience were
promptly answered by the IEEE Leaders. The organizers
thanked the dignitaries, and volunteers, especially Dr. Jamie
Heller, and Ms. Keyana Tennant, WIE Program
Administrator from Headquarters for making this Congress
a lively one by their august presence.

It was followed by presentations by award winners of
GOLD and WIE. Mr. Sampath Kumar, Chair Madras IEEE
GOLD won the RAB GOLD Achievement Award and the
R10 GOLD Award for the year 2007 through his innovative
ideas and activities. Easwari IEEE Women In Engineering
Group has won the honourable mention for Student Branch
Affinity Group of the year award for the year 2006,
presented in 2007 for its outreach programs.
The ceremony was followed by delicious lunch. During
lunch, the participants, students and the industrialists along
with the professionals and the speakers took part
enthusiastically in the informal discussions. The students
asked the professionals to share their experiences with IEEE
and their different experiences in the course of their career.
There was a general request from the students to the
professionals and industrialists to guide them in their
research projects and also for their professional career.
There was voluminous information sharing and exchange of
personal information to enable continuation of the
networking in future.
A yoga demonstration and cultural program performed by
the students of Madhuram Narayanaswamy Center for
differently-abled children and their parents. It was soul
touching and their performance brought tears in the eyes of
everyone. Dr. Karen, Cecilia, Dr Loeb and Ms Helene
commended the children and presented certificates and gifts.
The participants were invited for sharing their ideas and
views. The various delegates presented their past
achievements and future plans.

Dr Karen Panetta, Chair WIE
Later, Dr. Karen Panetta delivered an inspirational talk on
Women In Engineering. She discussed about the “Nerd
Girl” project which aimed at breaking the stigmas and
stereotypes of women in engineering.
A Program by Exceptional Children
Ms Helene Fung, the Asia Pacific GOLD coordinator
presented a talk on “ Asia pacific GOLD “ in which she A talk on “Professionals & their Social Responsibilities”
explained about various projects proposed and implemented was presented by Mr. A. K. George, Research Associate of
Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam. The Speaker outlined in a simple
by R10 GOLD.
and vivid language, the various aspects of brain and it’s
functioning. The lecture explained the basics of Sensory and
Motor Homunculus and the various core segments of
research in these areas. An overview of the various
procedures and core research experiments such as the
Pavlov’s Experiment, Enriched Cage Experiment & electro
magnetic therapy areas were discussed. A significant
amount of time was spent in discussing the various practical
applications of technology in brain research. Later the
speaker explained about the fascinating facts about the
brain. The lecture ended with discussions on how
technological aids developed by engineers can help the
physically challenged people. The lecture was followed by a
R10 GOLD Coordinator Ms Helene Fung
questions and answers session. The guest speaker
commended the GOLD Chair Mr. V. Sampathkumar for his
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innovative research on autism. The session was obviously with Janina & Sankaran. They came from a variety of fields
and organizations:
mind provoking.
Following this, a BBC documentary release was played
which explained about, “What Ancient Indians did for the
World”. This one hour documentary helped the delegates
from other countries to know more about India and was
appreciated by all the delegates. Next on agenda was a
miming program by students of Easwari Engineering
College. This silent drama explained about the evils of
technology growth and how professional bodies like IEEE
play a major role in steering the path towards more
constructive and society conscious goals.
A presentation on the topic, “My India” was delivered by
Mr Sridhar, founder of Yuva Shakthi, a youth welfare
association. The Madras Women in Engineering Affinity
Group is launching a project “Sangamam” in association
with Yuva Shakthi to inspire young minds, especially in the
rural India. The formal program for the day ended with this,
however the informal interaction between the delegates and
the participants continued.
The next day there was a tour around Chennai. Delegates
were taken to Kabalishwarar Temple and Santhome Church,
which were examples for the architectural glory of south
India. The visit was enjoyed by all. The Congress ended
with farewells and well wishes. On the whole the Congress
was an unforgettable experience for the participants and
organizers as it brought together people from different
cultural backgrounds and created a lot of goodwill and
friendships.

Poornima Shenoy, President, India Semiconductor
Association,
Dr. Manju Bansal, Prof. Indian Institute of Science &
Founder Director, Inst of Bioinformatics & Applied
Biotechnology,
Vasantha Erraguntla, Sr Engg Manager, Intel India,
Dr H N Nagamani, Jt Director, Central Power Research
Institute and
Meera Prabhu, Country Mgr – Mkg & Corp Commn,
IBM India.
Right from the word go, they related well with Janina and
with each other. The comeraderie was instant and genuine,
as they started chatting and bringing out their personal
experiences and challenges in building their careers. Each
one’s experience was unique and had a different message, of
how they made it in a man’s world, especially in the IT
related fields, ranging from hardware development to govt
lab research, marketing, bio-informatics education and
professional association. One commonality was that of
managing the home front, while meeting career challenges.
Janina’s own experience also resonated with the others’.
One interesting point that came out clearly was that in India,
there was no problem of motivating or persuading women to
take up science & engineering related careers; Indian
women are ready and eager like no other time in history. It
also came out that in India both the private industry and
especially the goverment provide excellent support to
working women for maternity & infant care.

Miming by Easwari Engineering College students
Ramalatha Marimuthu
Chair, R10 WIE Affinity group
All in all, it was a lovely winter morning in Bangalore that
was filled with sharing among these women, which had a
strong message to the younger and new generation of
On 19th Jan 2008 Professor Janina Mazierska was at the Taj
women out there, not only in India but globally. After the
West End Hotel at Bangalore, as part of her three weeks
meet, Meera Prabhu of IBM India had the following
tour of India as R10 Director. The occasion was something
observations:
unique, a Breakfast Meeting with some top women
“3 observations/recommendations from my side achievers in Bangalore.
R10 Director Breakfast Meeting with Women Achievers
in Bangalore, India

Bangalore has an impressive list of very successful women
in the IEEE areas of interest, especially IT & related. When
the idea of meeting some of them was proposed to Janina by
Sankaran, Past Chair of Bangalore Section and Past R10
MD Chair, Janina readily welcomed it.
And so they come together that morning of 19th Jan, five of
the notable women of Bangalore for a breakfast meeting

a) I believe that it should always be a business imperative
driving the representation of women at different
management levels. It cannot be just for the sake of
having a woman on board or to satisfy a criteria of
diversity or to fulfill a number/%. If the decision makers
have not consciously thought of the buiness reason - spell
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it out for them. Only a business reason will sustain such involved the discussion of GOLD committee activities,
representation.
membership development, GOLD coordinators and Society
b) I have found that it is always good for any discussions GOLD coordinator reports.
about the continued progression of women, to be inclusive On the second day, there were separate breakout meeting
of men. When they are on the same page, their support is sessions which were divided into three groups: Regional
GOLD activities, Society GOLD activities and GOLD
a huge advantage for the cause.
c) While there is nothing wrong in being 'gender blind' or representatives. Throughout this meeting series, valuable
'one of the boys' its even better to be exactly who you are contacts were made with other Regional GOLD
- celebrate the differences and make those work. The coordinators and IEEE officers. It was a fantastic
opportunity to meet with past and present leaders and gain
synergy becomes unbeatable then.”
ideas on how to continue the day to day running of the IEEE
Vasantha of Intel India had the following to note:
and make improvements. I could sense the passion and drive
“The discussion was very lively and resonated with all of towards the organization in all of the IEEE members that I
us, I felt. In particular, I found that we all seemed to agree met.
that there is a void of good role models and we need to find 2007 Region 10 GOLD Coordinator, Yasuharu Ohgoe, has
ways to encourage women, especially in the mid-levels to been handed the job of championing the IEEE GOLD
continue to pursue their ambitions and realize their full summit which is due to be held in Quebec, Canada in
potential. Another very good point, from Meera, I guess, September this year. This will be the first ever IEEE GOLD
was that, while a glass ceiling perhaps exists, it's only glass summit to be held, and is scheduled for September 18th and
and can be broken. So we need to offer support and 19th, to coincide with Sections Congress. The event will
encouragement to everyone and in women, in particular, in bring the IEEE GOLD leaders and members together to
this context, to reach the highest echelons in their field.”
discuss, plan and celebrate GOLD objectives and
achievements. The application and selection process for R10
Prof. S V Sankaran
GOLD delegate travel subsidy to attend the GOLD Summit
Past Chair, Banglore Section
and Sections Congress will be announced shortly. The main
selection criteria will include “track record of IEEE
IEEE GOLD
involvement” and “commitment to future IEEE
IEEE GOLD MGA Meeting
involvement”.
I had the pleasure of representing the Region 10 GOLD
Coordinator, Helene Fung at the IEEE GOLD MGA
meeting. This took place on February 14th - 15th at the
Downtown Marriott Hotel in Louisville, Kentucky, USA.
The meeting was attended by GOLD coordinators, exofficios and GOLD society coordinators from most regions
around the world.
I presented on the current progress and state of Region 10
GOLD on behalf of Helene. The report from Region 10
GOLD had provided a positive impression to the GOLD
Chair, Soon Wan and all of the meeting attendants. In
particular, the concept of clustering generated a lot of
interest among the delegates. This concept was first
proposed to Helene by the Hong Kong GOLD IEEE affinity
group. It involves grouping GOLD groups which operate in
similar environments and has the potential to foster joint
events between these groups. The manner in which
IEEE GOLD MGA participants
clustering could occur is currently under consideration. So
far Helene has received positive interest and feedback about I congratulate Soon Wan and the IEEE meeting staff for
this concept from participants at the Region 10 GOLD organizing such a productive meeting. I am looking forward
to work with the IEEE GOLD team.
Congress in India.
Helene wishes to take this concept a step further and Timothy Wong,
translate information about IEEE GOLD to the regions with 2008 Region 10 IEEE GOLD Summit Leader
a low uptake in IEEE GOLD membership including China,
Korea and Japan. The motivation behind this is to overcome
the language barriers which affect the adoption of IEEE
Please send your news items and articles to R10
GOLD membership. Helene intends to pilot this concept
Newsletter Editor by email:
initially in China and based on its success, expand it into
other similar areas within the Region 10. Translating
r10-ecn@ieee.org
information about IEEE GOLD into the local language will
Please send photographs in JPEG format in
ensure that the local population can receive communications
separate files
in their native language, and help overcome the language
barrier.
The future direction of IEEE and strategies to achieve this
were discussed in various meetings throughout this event. It
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Region 10 Announcements
New Membership Development Grant from Region 10
Proposals are invited from IEEE Sections in Region 10 for
funding to support membership development activities. The
R10 Membership Development Grants/Incentives will
provide support to following activities.
1.
2.

The First Winners of
The IEEE Region 10 Academia-Industry Partnership
Award

The first IEEE Region 10 AcademiaIndustry Partnership Award was approved
by IEEE Region 10 ExCom held on January
13, 2008. The IEEE Kharagpur Section
submitted the nomination for the award. The details of the
Membership promotion event: up to $500/event (new)
winning academia-industry partnership project are as
Membership publicity project: up to $500/project follows:
(new)
Academia-Industry Partners

3.

Membership development tour: up to $500/tour (new)

4.

US$50 per new Student Branch formed (existing
incentive)

Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, India, Institute
of Microelectronics, Singapore, and IHP GmbH,
Frankfurt, Germany.

US$50 per new Student Branch formed in previous year Name of Project: “Modeling, Fabrication and
Characterization of Nanoscale CMOS Devices and RF
with 20 or more student members (existing incentive)
Modeling of CMOS and Passive Devices for SOC
6. Incentive of US$250 to Section with the highest
Solution”
number and percentage increases in the grade Senior
Member, Member and Student Member (existing A prize of 500 USD is awarded to IEEE Kharagpur Section,
and a plaque is awarded to each of the winners: Indian
incentive).
Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, India; Institute of
All proposals for the MD grants should be applied using the
Microelectronics, Singapore; and IHP GmbH, Frankfurt,
form available on the R10 webpage. R10 Membership
Germany.
Development Committee shall evaluate all the submitted
MD proposals twice a year (June and September). Please Isao Shirakawa
send your proposals to IEEE Asia Pacific Operations Chair, R10 Industry Liaison Committee
Centre, Singapore by email: ieee.apo@ieee.org
5.

It should be noted that the previous $1 per Student Grant
Call for Region-10 Website Contest
has been replaced by the new grants as stated in items 1-3
The Region-10 Website Contest is yet another opportunity
above. It is planned to support about 35 - 55 MD activities
for student branches in the Asia Pacific region to interact
per year in Region 10, subject to the number of applications
and learn from one another. Motivation behind this yearly
and the available funding!
website competition is “Electronic communications among
Professor Pingzhi Fan
IEEE members has been one of the IEEE main concerns
R10 Membership Development Coordinator
during the recent times and it is very important for the
IEEE student branches to communicate with their student
members and other branches in an electronic way to
R10 Large and Small Section Awards
communicate quickly and save time”. Having a student
The R10 Award Committee will start the R10 Distinguish
branch website is a good tool to achieve this goal.
Large and Small Section awards selection process in April.
A Large Section is defined as the Section with more than Judging Criteria, Guidelines and details about the R10
500 members whereas a Small Section is with 500 or less website contest can be found at IEEE website
members. The Award is designed to select the best two http://ieee.org/web/membership/students/scholarshipsaward
Sections for excellent performance in 2007.
scontests/IEEE_Student_Branch_Web_Site_Contest.html
To facilitate the selection, all IEEE Sections in Region 10 or at IEEE R10 student activities page
are requested to submit their annual report for 2007 in the
http://www.ewh.ieee.org/reg/10/Student_Activity/Student_
prescribed format (click here to download).
Activity_Main.htm
All annual Section reports are posted on the R10 Web for
1st Prize winner will automatically stand a chance for the
experience sharing.
IEEE Student Branch Web Site Contest organized by RAB.
The two winning Sections will also be nominated to
At stage 1, each region holds its own regional Website
compete for the 2007 MGAB Outstanding Large and Small
contest. (This stage is the Region-10 Website Contest.)
Section Awards.
At stage 2, all regions including Region-10 submit the top
Please submit your Section Report by the 31st March to
entry to the IEEE Student Branch Web Site Contest.
Fanny Su at ieeeapo@pacific.net.sg
The Region-10 Website Contest is once again open for
Y W Liu
submission. The deadline is brought forward to 15th April
R10 Award Committee Chair
2008. Please submit "Request for Participation Form" from
interested student branch by 30th March 2008.
Visit IEEE Region 10 Website at:
http://www.ewh.ieee.org/reg/10/

R10 Website Contest Winning Categories includes:
•

1st Prize: US$500 + Certificate + Qualify for Interregional Website contest

•

2nd Prize: US$350 + Certificate
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•

3rd Prize: US$200 + Certificate

•

Best New Comer Award: Certificate

•

Merit Award (top 20% but subjected to change
depending on participation) : Certificate

Obituary
James J. (Jim) Vasseleu (1930-2007)

Monetary awards for this contest come from Region-10.
Send your application forms to R10 Regional Student
Representative
(RSR)
Om
Perkash
Batra
at
opbatra2kn@gmail.com with copy to R10 Student Activities
Coordinator (SAC) Prof. Mini S. Thomas at mini@ieee.org.
IEEE Region 10 Student Activities Committee

A SPECIAL HISTORY EDITION OF
R10 NEWSLETTER
To mark the 125 anniversary of IEEE it is
planned to bring out a special edition of this
newsletter to exhibit the IEEE Region 10
history. The special edition will be published
in September 2008, just before the IEEE
Sections Congress in Canada; an excellent
time to illustrate how we have been an
integral part in making IEEE a global
organization.
The special edition of the R10 Newsletter
will provide a perfect opportunity to also
showcase our Sections’ histories in an
illustrious way. Section Chairs are requested
to start gathering information about the
history of IEEE in their local areas. Please
contact old Section officers and volunteers
and look for photographs and records of past
major activities in your Section. You can
also form a small committee in your Section
to coordinate the collection of historical
record if it does not already exist in some
form.
Please send your articles to R10 Newsletter
Editor by 15 August 2008 via email (r10ecn@ieee.org).

Jim maintained membership of Professional
Associations, and was a MIEEE (1969), Senior
Member IEEE (1975), Life SMIEEE (2000), Fellow
IEAust, Fellow IREE, CPEng, Associate Fellow
Australian Institute of Management. NPER until
2004. He was a Member of Society of Engineers
London (now IET).
Jim had received the following
Awards/Achievements. Electrical Engineering
apprenticeship – Australian General Electric, Design
engineer - Johnson & Philips / Crompton Parkinson,
Australasian sales manager – Federal Pacific Electric
(Aust), EE Di-rector – Fowell Mansfield Jarvis &
Maclurcan, Marketing manager - Power Electronics
Pty Ltd, Senior Electrical Engineer Leighton Irwin
and then self employed consulting engineer.
Jim was the founder IEEE Australia Section in
August 1972, Australia Section Chair 1972-1973,
NSW Section Chair 1985-1987. R10 Director
1977~1978, Board Member IEEE Long range
Planning Committee 1977~1978, IEEE Centennial
Medal 1984, Founder IEEE Australia Council
1986, R10 Membership Development Chair 19891991, IEEE Larry K Wilson Transnational Award
1994 and IEEE Millennium Medal recipient in 2000.

Please send photographs in JPEG format in
separate files
The schedule for the remaining 2008 R10 Newsletter
Deadline for submissions
23 May 2008

September 2008

15 August 2008

December 2008

14 Nov 2008

Jim was the founding champion for the very initial
IEEE Australian Section back in August 1972, with
mentoring from the then New Zealand Section as
well as the Italian Section. Since then he had
maintained an active role in the IEEE New South
Wales Section committee right up until a few months
ago. I have assembled a concise obituary for Jim,
below.

James J. (Jim) Vasseleu (1930-2007)

r10-ecn@ieee.org

June 2008

It is with genuine sadness to report that Mr Jim
Vasseleu, the founder of IEEE Australia Section in
1972, passed away Friday 30 November 2007, the
eve of 2007 NSW Section AGM.

Jim had received an Electrical Engineering Diploma,
Higher Trades Certificate (Electrical) and
Electricians licence, Management Certificate. He
was accredited as a NSW Government Electrical
Engineer in 1957.

Send your news items and articles to R10
Newsletter Editor by email:

Publication Date

R10 Director 1977 - 1978

David E. Burger
Chair, IEEE New South Wales Section
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SECTION - NEWS & HIGHLIGHTS
IEEE Taipei Section
EDAPS 2007: International Workshop on Electrical
Design of Advanced Packaging and Systems
The 2007 EDAPS, an International Workshop on Electrical
Design of Advanced Packaging and Systems, was held at
National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan from Dec. 15th
to 18th, 2007. It was hosted by the Department of Electrical
Engineering, Graduate Institute of Communication
Engineering, and Center of Information and Electronics
Technology, National Taiwan University. The IEEE Taipei
Section, together with CPMT Taipei Chapter, co-sponsored
this event and the Chairman of IEEE Taipei Section
(http://www.ieee.org.tw), Prof. Ruey-Beei Wu, served as the
general Chair. The participants came from Canada, Hong
Kong, Italy, Japan, Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, and the US
(in alphabetical order). The number of attendees reached
271, including 27 invited speakers, which is a new record
for EDAPS. Among the attendees, 49% are from academia
and 51% from industry, which marks a great success in
bridging the academia and industry together.
The workshop started with three tutorials on Signal
Integrity, Power Integrity, and SiP Design, given by Mr.
Moises Cases (IBM, USA), Prof. Madhavan Swaminathan
(Georgia Tech, USA), and Prof. Joungho Kim (KAIST,
Korea), respectively. On the second and third day, there
were three featured keynotes, one luncheon talk, and
twenty-three invited talks. The three talks were: “Global
Paradigms, Models & Challenges” by Prof. Rao R.
Tummala (Georgia Tech, USA), “3D Package Technology
Integration” by Dr. Ho-Ming Tang (ASE Group, Taiwan),
and “Meeting the Design Challenges Associate with SIP and
IC/Package/PCB Co-Design” by Dr. Zoltan Cendes (Ansoft,
USA). The invited talks covered the hottest topics including
chip/system level design, electromagnetic simulation,
electro-thermal analysis, integrated passive devices, as well
as efficient yet accurate modeling techniques.

communication standards, like 802.11a/b/g Wireless Local
Area Network (WLAN), 802.15.1 Bluetooth Wireless
Personal Area Network (WPAN) to be used in people’s
daily life, and 802.15.4 Low-Rate WPAN for home
automation and wireless sensor network. The IEEE 802
standard meetings are held six times per year, with most
meetings located in the United States. Hence, it was our
great honor to have 2008’s first meeting in Taipei. The
IEEE Taipei section is the co-sponsor for the 2008/01 Taipei
IEEE 802.11/802.15 joint meeting, while the MediaTek
from Taiwan is the Platinum Sponsor for this meeting. The
section was asked to step in at a late stage to help out
solving the visa problems regarding to participants with
Chinese nationality.
The number of attendance was 360 for the Taipei meeting,
which was low comparing to most IEEE 802 Interim
meetings. There are three main reasons for such a low
number: (1) It is an international trip for most attendees. (2)
Taiwan’s industry has many excellent medium-size
technology companies, but we don’t have many systemrelated companies to show interests in defining the future
worldwide communication standards. (3) Taipei meeting has
the highest registration fee in IEEE 802 meeting history,
which is AUD$1,000 (Australian Dollars, equivalent to 905
US Dollars) and is too pricy for many engineers or students.
Also, the lodging in Howard Plaza is expensive as well
(5830NT/night). Nevertheless, most attendees do feel Taipei
has very delicious food and excellent transportation system.
Not to say people are friendly and everything outside the
hotel is very inexpensive. Many attendees expressed their
interest of coming back in the future. Therefore, it is
suggested to invite the local organizations, i.e., IEEE Taipei
Section, to host or co-host such an important meeting next
time, thereby taking full advantage of the local resources.

For more details, please visit the web site:
http://edaps2007.ntu.edu.tw

Delegates and speakers from 2008/01 IEEE 802.11/802.15
joint international communication standard meetings at
Howard Plaza Hotel, Taipei, Taiwan.
APS 2007: Advanced Packaging Seminar 2007

Invited speakers and participants with the General Chair of
2007 EDAPS, Prof. Ruei-Beei Wu (first line, the second one
from the left) on Dec. 15, 2007.
IEEE 802 Wireless Interim Meeting
The first IEEE 802.11/802.15 joint meeting in 2008 was
held in Howard Plaza hotel, Taipei, Taiwan, from January
13 to January 18. The IEEE 802 is an international standard
organization which has defined many popular

Advanced Packaging Seminar 2007 (APS 2007) was held at
I-Shou University on December 19, 2007. The APS 2007
was organized by IEEE CPMT Taipei Chapter, I-Shou
University and Advanced Semiconductor Engineering Inc.
and was sponsored by IEEE Taipei Section. Three
distinguished lecturers were invited to give a talk by Dr.
Shen-Li Fu, Chairman of IEEE CPMT Taipei Chapter. They
are Prof. Madhavan Swaminathan from Georgia Institute of
Technology, Dr. Alina Deutsch from IBM and Dr. Ho-Ming
Tong from Advanced Semiconductor Engineering Inc. Prof.
Madhavan Swaminathan presented RF SOP integration, Dr.
Alina Deutsch gave practical considerations in the modeling
and characterization of printed-circuit board wiring for
multi-GHz operation and Dr. Ho-Ming Tong introduced
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design opportunities and challenges in IC packaging. There
were more than 100 attendees, distributed from both
academia and industry, participated in this event.

Prof. Madhavan Swaminathan, Dr. Shen-Li Fu, Dr. Alina
Deutsch and Dr. Ho-Ming Tong at Advanced Packaging
Seminar 2007

The invited speaker at the 12th Conference on Artificial
Intelligence and Applications 2007.

Ruey-Beei Wu
The 12th Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Chair, IEEE Taipei Section
Applications, 2007
The 12th Conference on Artificial Intelligence and
Applications was held at National Yun-Lin University of
Technology on November 16 - 17, 2007. It was organized
by Chinese Institute of Artificial Intelligence, Yun-Lin
University of Technology, and was sponsored by IEEE
Taipei Section. With the progress of technologies, it's a
great step in the electronic field in the world. In the
circumstance of drastic changes and overwhelming
information, an individual or an organization of enterprise
all need to make the best use of information technology.
How to learn effectively, obtain useful information, and
then assemble it into knowledge in order to develop tools
and technology, which is helpful to human living, have been
such an important subject. This conference, whose theme
was going to be "Creative e-learning and intelligent uliving," was to carry on an academic and practical
discussion about topics relevant to artificial intelligence in
order to raise the level of research atmosphere of artificial
intelligence and practical applications with an invitation of
professionals and scholars from all walks of life. This
conference included oral presentations, exhibitions, and
invited speeches from experts and scholars. Attendees
coming from overseas and Taiwan discussed many
significant topics and the important trend of current artificial
intelligence.

FIND OPPORTUNITIES TO WORK WITH
NATIONAL SOCIETIES IN YOUR COUNTRY
IEEE Section leaders in Regions 7 - 10 are
encouraged to work together with National Societies
in their respective country. Areas of cooperation can
include technical and social meetings, conferences
and exhibitions, distinguished lecturers, joint awards
and seminars.
To find out more, visit
http://www.ieee.org/web/aboutus/agreements/idea.ht
ml

IEEE Queensland Section
Year in Review
2007 was a year of continued strong growth and vigorous
activity in IEEE Queensland Section.
• The membership increased to 934 (as of 21st November
2007). This represents 12% annual growth on last year’s
figures and compounds 23% growth in the previous year.
• The six Chapters that our Section hosts (Computer,
CS/R&A, MTT/AP, CI, SP/Comm, PE) each held
numerous activities for the benefit of members. This
includes a number of seminars by IEEE Distinguished
Lecturers. Many events were held in conjunction with
Engineers Australia and the IET.
• Two joint chapters were established this year that are
hosted by other Sections. Specifically, Queensland joined
the Joint SA/NSW/Vic/ACT Chapter on Information
Theory and the Joint Australian Chapter on Social
Implications of Technology (hosted by South Australia
and Victoria Sections, respectively).
• An election was held successfully to fill the position of
Chair of the GOLD Affinity Group. The nomination
process is currently underway ahead of elections to fill the
positions of Chair of the Joint Microwave Theory &
Techniques and Antennas & Propagation Chapter, Chair
of the Power Engineering Chapter and Chair of the Signal
Processing and Communications Chapter.
• The Section actively promoted student activities and
membership. The annual thesis prize attracted more
entries in 2007 than 2006. The Section offered discounts
to student membership and is in the process or running a
competition to select a Queensland student volunteer to
represent the Section at the Region 10 Student Congress
in India.
• A directory was created of Senior Members and Fellows
in Queensland Section who have volunteered to assist as
referees for members seeking elevation to Senior
Membership and beyond. The directory is online at
http://www.ewh.ieee.org/r10/queensland/Elevate.html
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• An effort was begun to preserve and honour the history of
the IEEE Queensland Section and its volunteers. An
‘honour roll’ of office holders was created and is now
online at:
http://www.ewh.ieee.org/r10/queensland/QldSectionHisto
ry.html
• The Section initiated educational outreach through a
programme to distribute members’ recent copies of IEEE
Spectrum to Queensland school libraries.
In 2007, eleven executive committee meetings were held, as
well as the AGM. This year’s committee meetings were
organised through teleconference, as in previous years. For
the first time, we used skype for teleconferencing. From a
central meeting place at The University of Queensland at St.
Lucia, members were able to attend the teleconference from
more distant locations in the Section such as the Gold Coast, Immediate Past Chair, Prof. Tapan Saha, receives the award
of IEEE Queensland Section Volunteer of the Year for 2007
Toowoomba and Rockhampton.
from Awards & Recognition Chair, Mr. Michael Lees.
Annual General Meeting and Dinner
On Thursday, 29th November, the Queensland Section’s
Annual General Meeting and Dinner was held at the Sofitel,
249 Turbot St., Brisbane. Attendance was 27, which didn’t
quite surpass last year’s record of 35, but was still
historically an excellent figure for our Section. The guest
speaker was Prof. Mandyam Srinivasan, of The University
of Queensland, who gave a talk entitled ‘From Flying
Insects to Autonomous Aerial Vehicles’. The talk was very
well received.

Queensland Section Chair, Dr. Vaughan Clarkson, presents
the ICPADM-Mat Darveniza IEEE Student Prize for Best
Final Year Thesis in Power Engineering to Ms. Sarah Hiley.
Dr. Vaughan Clarkson
Chair, Queensland Section

2008 IEEE EDS Ph.D. Student Fellowship
Program

Prof. Mandyam Srinivasan presenting his after-dinner talk.
The Section Chair and the Membership Development Chair
presented awards for volunteer service and the prizes for the
Section’s undergraduate thesis competitions. It was also an
occasion to proudly report to members and guests that
Immediate Past Chair, Prof. Tapan Saha, has received a
Region 10 Outstanding Volunteer Award for 2007.
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The IEEE Electron Devices Society invites the
submission of nominations for the 2008 Ph.D.
Student Fellowship Program.
The award is
presented annually to promote, recognize and
support Ph.D. level study and research within the
EDS field of interest. At least one fellowship is
awarded to a student in each of the following
geographical regions every year: Americas,
Europe/Middle East/Africa and Asia/Pacific. The
award is a check for US$7,000 and a plaque
presented at the IEEE International Electron
Devices Meeting (IEDM).
The deadline is 15 May 2008. For more
information, please visit the IEEE EDS Fellowship

IEEE Victorian Section
Here at the IEEE Victorian Section, we have begun 2008
with the same enthusiasm, commitment and dedication we
have espoused in the years gone by. My congratulations go
to all our past Chairs and their committees for the great
work. This is the year that we will be celebrating a
milestone that goes way back 25 years since the inception of
our Section. A lot has been achieved in terms of gaining
new members, recognizing the benefits of being IEEE
members and encouraging the younger generation to
participate in activities supported by the IEEE so as to
continue the legacy of progress. We are a proud Section
driven by dynamic and enthusiastic professionals from
engineering, academia and management with similar
objectives and fortitude to volunteer time for the betterment
of the communities we live in.
This year will see us continue to hold seminars,
presentations, forums and where possible assist in holding
conferences. We will carry on with recruitment drives in
universities, private corporations and government
companies where we believe we can enthuse and convince
young engineers the great benefits of being IEEE members.
I am proposing a drive to create a new Section in Tasmania
considering the current number of registered members
practicing in that state plus the young engineers that are now
emerging from the few universities there. I hope that under
my chairmanship, membership numbers will keep growing
and we will endeavour to assist any chapters that are
currently enduring some hardships or are inactive for one
reason or another.

Kharagpur Section and will be every other year held in the
hill-capital of Sri Lanka. ICIAfS 2008 (www.iciafs.org) will
be held at historical Galle Face Hotel in Colombo. Among
the planned activities for the 1st half year are workshops
specially focusing on the industrial membership on
Nanotechnology, Power Systems Modeling and Simulation,
and Industrial Automation. These events will be jointly
organized with National Science Foundation, Institute of
Engineers, and Universities of Moratuwa and Peradeniya.
Newly elected ExCom for 2008 of Sri Lanka Section is:
Chair
Sisil Kumarawadu (Univ Moratuwa)
Vice Chair
Prasad Jayaweera (Univ Ruhuna)
Secretary
Gihan Seneviratne (Univ Colombo)
Assist. Secretary Lanka Udawatta (Univ Moratuwa)
Treasurer
A Atputharajah (Univ Peradeniya)
Assist. Treasurer L Samaranayake (Univ Peradeniya)
Editor
HL Premaratne (Univ Colombo)
Student Activities Rohan Munasinghe (Univ Moratuwa)
Membership
Bernard Perera (Univ Moratuwa)
Industrial Activities Manju Goonawardane (OS Projects Pvt
Ltd)
Webmaster
Tharindu Weerasinghe University of
Peradeniya) and
Logistics & Activities Coordinator GVS Seneviratne
(Ministry of Posts & Telecom)

Women in Engineering (WIE) driven by a very enthusiastic
group, has been a great success and is getting from strength
to strength. The Graduates of the last decade (GOLD), is
another area in our Section that is gaining good reputation
and will continue to grow. A new Vehicular Technology
Chapter is just about to be officially formed in our Section
and hopefully new others will take effect. The Student
Branches, especially the Branch at The University of
Melbourne and the Branch at the RMIT University of
Technology, with our fostering, have all been and will
remain very successful in the foreseeable future.
We will continue to welcome and develop new members;
Sri Lanka Section Committee meeting
with new ideas assisting our continual growth.
Sisil Kumarawadu, PhD
Dr Horace KING MIEEE, MIEAust
Chair, IEEE Sri Lanka Section
Chair, IEEE Victorian Section
sisil@elect.mrt.ac.lk , sisilkuma@ieee.org
IEEE Sri Lanka Section
IEEE Sri Lanka Section, that won the award for the highest
percentage of member increase in 2006 in Region 10, has
planned to pay special attention to boost its student member
number this year. Work is in progress to form student
branches at major universities and colleges, namely, in the
Engineering faculties of University of Moratuwa (in
Colombo), Univ of Peradeniya (in the up-country), and
Univ Ruhuna (in the South), as well as at the University
Colombo School of Computing and Informatics Institute of
Technology.
The two flagship annual conferences are International
Conference of Information and Automation for
Sustainability (ICIAfS) and International Conference of
Industrial and information Systems (ICIIS). ICIIS 2008
(http://conf05.iitkgp.ac.in/iciis08/) is jointly organized with

IEEE Philippines Section
Microcontroller Open Design Competition and Mobot
Races
IEEE Philippines Section Sponsors Microcontroller Open
Design Competition and Mobot Races Teams from over a
dozen universities in the Philippines to showcase their
electronics projects for the top prizes in the 2008
Microcontroller Applications Design Contest (MADC) held
last February 23, 2008 in Alabang, Muntinlupa, Philippines.
The yearly competition is organized and supported by the
IEEE Philippines Section, Zilog Electronics Philippines,
Inc. (ZEPI) and the Philippine Council for Advanced
Science and Technology Research and Development of the
Department of Science and Technology.
The MADC is a test of engineering and design skill aimed
to foster interest and innovation in microcontroller-based
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products among Filipino undergraduate engineering
students. The competition was initiated in 1999 by the
Institute of IEEE Philippines Section and Alexan
Commercial, Inc. In 2002, Zilog Electronics Philippines,
Inc. (ZEPI) started their partnership with IEEE to further
promote the program's objectives among various schools
and universities in the Philippines. One of ZEPI's major
continuing contribution to MADC is the giving out of Zilog
development kits to partner schools and universities and
supporting training workshops.
"The long term objective of the MADC is to foster the
growth of small and medium-scale industries in the local
electronics industry. By doing so, we can help the country
capture a part of the growing world market for design and
manufacture of electronic products," Luis Sison, Chair of
the MADC steering committee and former Section Chair of
the IEEE Philippines Section.
Now in its seventh year, the current competition has two
categories: the Open Design and the Mobot or mobile robot
races. Under the Open Design category are student projects
in any of the following applications: mobile phones/ PDAs/
Infrared/ Bluetooth; keyboard, mice, remote control,
biometrics; CAN/LIN/SUB; Ethernet; memory devices;
virtual instrumentation; power management; powerline
communications; barcode scanners and RFID; and other
ideas or devices with immediate impact to industry.
Three awards at stake in the Open Design category include
Most Commercializable, Leading Edge and Most Promising
Team. The first two awards carry cash equivalents of
PHP56,000.00 each (US$1,400.00 each) and with the Most
Promising Team getting PHP40,000.00 (US$1,000.00) plus
impressive trophies. Apart from the prizes given to student
competitors, the faculty advisers and schools of the winning
teams also get separate cash prizes.
For the mobot races, there are two categories: Classic and
Maze. Some of the teams in competition are from the
following universities: Adamson University, Asia Pacific
College, Ateneo de Manila University, Mindanao State
University-General Santos City, Pamantasan ng Lungsod ng
Maynila, Rogationist College in Cavite, University of
Baguio, University of the Philippines Diliman and
Wesleyan University-Philippines in Cabanatuan. The total
number of participants exceeded 120 students and faculty
members.
A jam-packed hall awaits the start of the competition

Students putting last minute finishing touches on their
entry

A mobot from a competing team navigating the course
during the practice round

Trophies given to the competition winners

And the race is on!!
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He requested all the members of the IEEE to contribute
ideas to accomplish the above goals and well appreciated
the initiatives taken by the Delhi Section and specially the
WIE affinity group in contributing effectively to the growth
of IEEE as a whole. The Delhi Section student activities
with special emphasis on the activities of JMI Student
Branch were effectively portrayed by a power point
presentation by Ashutosh Mondal.
Dr. Mini S. Thomas, Student Activities Coordinator of Asia
Pacific welcomed Dr John Vig to JMI and appreciated the
special efforts made by the President Elect in addressing the
student representatives and motivating them.
Representatives from IEEE Philippines Section and the
sponsors awarding one of the winning teams.
Joel S Marciano Jr PhD
Phillipines Section
IEEE Delhi Section
A Visit by IEEE President Elect
It was indeed a matter of great honor for Delhi Section to
have Dr. John Vig visiting the Faculty of Engineering and
Technology, Jamia Millia Islamia (JMI) on 25th January
’08. The interactive session with Dr. Vig turned out to be
very fruitful for the budding technocrats who could get the
insight into the functioning and the new initiatives taken by
the IEEE and in knowing how IEEE can benefit one and all.
The students gathered from most of the student branches
under Delhi Section.
In his address, Dr. John Vig stressed upon the role of
Engineering & Technology for benefit of the mankind that
how IEEE is reaching out far and wide to evolve. In
response to a query by an eminent professor regarding the
need to improve the industry-student interaction, Dr Vig
elaborated the importance and emphasized that this is a
serious issue faced by all student branches across the globe
which needs to be addressed.
While answering a question from IEEE Delhi Section
representatives, regarding the name of IEEE being confined
to Electrical and Electronic Engineers, hence not attracting
members from other disciplines, Dr. Vig commented that
IEEE may be the Institution of Electronics & Electrical
Engineers, but its members include not only electronics,
electrical or computer engineers but also Doctors, BioEngineering professionals, physicists, Civil & Mechanical
engineers, who work in the fields of IEEE interest. The role
played by IEEE in the technical advancement has touched
everybody.

Ashutosh Mondal
Vice Chair, IEEE JMI, Delhi Section

Call for Nominations for 2008 EAB Awards
The IEEE Educational Activities Board seeks nominations
for eight awards that recognize and honor individuals,
companies, and IEEE sections that have made significant
contributions to engineering and technical education. The
deadline for nominations is 30 April 2008.
For award descriptions, honorarium details, nomination
packets, or information on the 2007 EAB Award recipients,
visit http://www.ieee.org/eab-awards.

IEEE Standards Association to Host Seminar in Tokyo
IEEE Standards Association to Host Seminar in Tokyo on
14 May, the IEEE Standards Association Corporate
Advisory Group will present "Global Standards, Local
Benefits: The IEEE Standards Association" in Tokyo. The
seminar will cover topics such as the IEEE-SA and global
standards, intellectual property rights, and the entity
standards process. Representatives from Japan's government
ministries responsible for standardization will make
presentations. For more information and to register, visit
http://bmsmail3.ieee.org:80/u/11018/03474392
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members of BVP IEEE were also invited for SOFTEC - the
annual IT extravaganza in Pakistan in the month of April.

STUDENT BRANCH - NEWS &
HIGHLIGHTS
IEEE Student Branch, Bharati Vidyapeeth’s College of
Engineering, New Delhi
Bharati Vidyapeeth Welcomes Guests from Pakistan

Raja Banthia
Chair, IEEE Student Branch
Bharati Vidyapeeth’s College of Engineering, New Delhi

IEEE Student Branch at THADOMAL SHAHANI
Feb. 2, 2008. The IEEE Student Branch of Bharati
ENGINEERING COLLEGE
Vidyapeeth’s College of Engineering, New Delhi, received
four delegates from Pakistan on the occasion of its second 2007-2008 has been an extremely fruitful time for the IEEEannual festival Fervour 2008 & National Student TSEC Student Branch. We have been keeping ourselves
busy with various activities.
Symposium.
Pakistani delegation was led by Mr. Rafaeel Akbar ISAAC 2008
Chaudhary, President of Pakistan IEEE Students Council. The academic year started off with frantic preparations for
Other delegates were Mr. Ali Mansoor, Secretary, IEEE- ISAAC, one of the most eagerly awaited inter-collegiate
FAST; Mr. Amir Ali, Chairperson, IEEE-GCUF and Mr. technical festivals in Mumbai. The festival spanned over
Zia Maharvi, Vice-Chairperson, IEEE-GCUF.
three days - 30th September, 2nd October and 7th October.
The IEEE-TSEC Student Activities and Conferences, better
known as ISAAC, is in its 9th year running, and has carved
a niche for itself under the threshold of the Mumbai
University. This year more than 70 colleges were invited
and the response was overwhelming. ISAAC encompassed
an impressive array of events ranging from seminars,
workshops, Robotics to fun events like Junkyard Wars and
Treasure Hunt.

Dr. D.S. Bilgi, Principal, welcomed the guests and
appreciated their efforts in coming to Delhi & attend the
Symposium in the chilling winter. Mrs. Neeta Pandey,
Branch Counsellor, also valued the initiatives taken by the
students of both the countries for mutual trust & friendship.

The event was inaugurated by Mr. Simon Johnson, the
Ambassador for Australian Education in India. The
following events were held in the three action-packed days
of ISAAC 2008.

Delegates took keen interest in other events like Robotics.
After lunch, there was a round-table discussion between the
delegates, the Principal, faculty members & students. Many
issues like Women in Engineering (WIE), initiatives by
IEEE Sections on both sides of the border, etc. were
discussed. Healthy exchange of ideas took place during the
conversation. Pakistani guests were awed by the hospitality
extended to them by the BVP family & India. Student
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ROBOTICS events were the highlight of the event, it
consisted of six levels and the preliminaries for the same
started off with a bang on the first day. The six levels were:
o
o
o
o
o
o

F1 Racing.
Obstacle Race
Robo-Soccer
Robo-Rumble
Aqua Polo
Autonomous Robotics

These events simulated various real world applications on
robotics and set a platform for students to display their
creations. The contestants were cheered on enthusiastically
by spectators encouraging them to put their best foot
forward.

SEMINARS were conducted by experts from varied fields
and they were informative as well as educational. The
seminars covered a broad spectrum of topics such as:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Technical Treasure Hunt in which the contestants
travelled from Bandra to Dadar in quest of their
hidden treasure, not without their basic knowledge in
Engineering!
o
Junkyard Wars was another popular event which
tested the creative abilities of the participants. They
had to use waste to craft masterpieces in limited time.
With the eliminations being held on the first two days, the
volunteers and the organizing committee hadn’t a minute to
breathe as the participation for the events was
overwhelming. The final day was the biggest day of ISAAC
‘07. The culmination of the tech-fest saw the finals of all the
contests and Robotics events. A Technical Quiz was held to
test the technical prowess of one and all. Thus ISAAC came
to an end with the distribution of attractive prizes among the
winners of the various contests. We look forward to making
ISAAC 2008 even bigger!
o

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE

Foreign Studies
GRE
Biometrics
Ethical Hacking by Mumbai Cyber Cell
Forensic Sciences
Technology In Sports
Cryptography

In early November the four chapters of IEEE-TSEC,
Computer Society, Communications Society, Engineering in
Medicine and Biology Society (EMBS) and Industrial
Electronics Society (IES), started off their annual
membership drives, to encourage fellow students to be a
part of the IEEE fraternity. All the four chapters of IEEETSEC received an overwhelming response and are greatly
WORKSHOPS at ISAAC 2008 were a huge success and looking forward to interacting with their new members.
the credit for it goes to the brilliant instructors and the keen
APPOINTMENT OF THE NEW COMMITTEE
learners who came from all over Mumbai to be a part of this
The New Year heralded with it, the appointment of the
grand event. These included:
Senior and the Junior Committee to lead IEEE-TSEC in the
o
Java
following year. The new committee is now faced with the
o
Photoshop
exhilarating task of organizing one of the biggest highlights
o
Html
of the year- the Industrial Visit 2008. We set off to the north
o
Pspice
of India in the second half of March, combining the valuable
o
MATLAB
experience of visiting industries with the pleasure of visiting
o
Aeromodelling
the most beautiful places in India, promising to make it an
o ASP.NET
unforgettable experience for the new and the existing
o 3d Studio Max
members! We aspire to live up to the standards that our
o Flash
previous committees have set and to take IEEE-TSEC to
CONTESTS: ISAAC 2008 comprised a lot of exciting greater heights!
contests which received rave reviews. These included
Akhilesh Ganesh
technical as well as non-technical events such as:
Chairperson, IEEE-TSEC Computer Society at
o
Cracking The Code, programming contest.
Thadomal Shahani Engineering (TSEC) College, India
o
Web Designing
o
Laser Logic
R10 Student Branches List
o
Circuit Designing
http://www.ieee.org/web/membership/students/branchlists/
R10.html
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URL: http://www.nsitonline.in/societies/ieee/wie/icgd.php

IEEE Student Branch, NSIT, Delhi University
Event Highlights
Peer Help Workshop on Micro-Controllers
Under the Peer Help Program initiative taken up by IEEENSIT a workshop on microcontrollers was conducted by
Adesh Midha, 3rd yr, ICE. The workshop highlights were:
• Acquainting the students with basic digital electronics
and the microcontrollers.
• A live demonstration on the working of the
microcontrollers was given to give an idea about the
implementation of the concepts taught. The task was to
blink LED's.

Group Discussion
Seminar on Renewable Energy
IEEE NSIT organized the seminar and Dr. S. S. Murthy, a
renowned professor from IIT Delhi, presided over the
lecture. To more than 150 students from different colleges
(MAIT, ASET and many others also) as well as from NSIT
certificates of participation were awarded.
The seminar was held to enlighten the students so as they
look into future options for generating clean energy.
URL: http://www.nsitonline.in/societies/ieee/renewable.php
Seminar on Networking
This workshop was to help especially the freshmen who are It was a placement oriented technical seminar on
interested in doing projects on embedded systems and give networking, conducted by the Networking Experts from
them an early kick start so that they can nurture their skills. JETKING. The technical talk covered the following aspects:
In continuation of the workshop in the next session the 1) RAS: Remote Access Server and how clients will
access server remotely
members were told what a project actually means, how it’s
done, what all skills you require to make a project a success. 2) RIS: Remote Installation Server and how clients/ server
. The following topics were covered:
O.S installed remotely through server.
• How to start with a project
3) NAT: Network Address Translation and how the
• Microcontrollers particularly ATMEGA8L
network will protect your computers that are connected
to the private network.
• GPS Project
The session mainly focused on USART communication and 4) ICS: Internet Connection Sharing and how internet
connectivity will be shared through a single interface.
Adesh Midha’s GPS Project which he had implemented in
the NSIT Motorsports’ ATV vehicle.
http://www.nsitonline.in/societies/ieee/networking.php
URL: http://www.nsitonline.in/societies/ieee/microcon.php
http://www.nsitonline.in/societies/ieee/MCandproject.php
Group Discussion
IEEE Women in Engineering (IEEE-WIE) held an intra
college Group Discussion in the NSIT college campus. It
was the first event conducted by WIE affinity group, IEEE –
NSIT for the students of the college.
Mr. Hanumant Sabarwal from IMS judged the students’
communication skills, general knowledge and verbal skills
in the group discussion.
Four preliminary rounds were held where each of the 10
participants, expressed themselves on pulsating topics given
on the spot by the judge such as “Black and White”, “Life is
cheer” etc. The final round had 9 students participating, who
were selected from the previous rounds. Cash prizes and Seminar on .NET
certificates were also awarded for the first three positions.
The judge gave students precious tips to groom themselves The IEEE NSIT Student Branch in collaboration with
Genesis Technologies organized a seminar on .NET. The
to stay ahead in this competitive world.
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seminar was taken by Mr. Sanjay Kumar, a renowned Magnolia
person who trains students in .NET.
In a continuing attempt made by IEEE NSIT to increase
membership benefits, we introduced a quarterly official
The topics covered in the seminar were:
digital publication of IEEE NSIT. This publication is in the
Industrial value of .NET
form of a CD.
• Why .NET
Contents:
• Features of .NET
• Soft wares
C#.NET
• Articles-Both technical and non technical
VB.NET
• A collection of recorded lectures, sports, how-to's,
ASP.NET
speeches by CEO's, and may be some humour. This
• New Microsoft technology
section will include the media player as well so that you
• Current industrial applications and requirements
don't need to convert videos in this and that format, and
include FLV's as well.
The students who attended the seminar were provided
certificate of participation.
• Tutorials - These help people to learn some basic
softwares in an easy and comprehensible manner.
URL: http://www.nsitonline.in/societies/ieee/dotnet.php
• Lounge-Random stuff over here e.g.- profiles of people,
Trebuchet Wars
blog entries, etc
This was the 2nd time our Student Branch organized this
event and it was a roaring success. All students, 1st years or URL: http://www.nsitonline.in/societies/ieee/magnolia.php
4th years, IEEE members or not, took part in this event.
Every student enjoyed making the trebuchet and learnt
various things as well. Students were asked to make teams
of three and logistics were provided to each team. The teams
had to make their trebuchet within a time limit of 1.5 hours.
The trebuchets were judged on the basis of design of the
trebuchet, the accuracy of the throw and the distance
crossed in a throw. Three prizes were awarded. Cash prizes
of Rs. 500, Rs. 300 and Rs. 200 were awarded to the first,
second and third teams respectively. Along with this,
certificates of merit were awarded to the IEEE members and
certificates of participation to the non IEEE members.
URL:
http://www.nsitonline.in/societies/ieee/puffandgush.php

Workshop on Key Research areas in Engineering
The students were introduced to key research areas in
engineering, with a focus on electronics and computer
sciences. Topics that were discussed included:
• Microprocessors and microcontrollers, and the different
architectures
• Wireless communication, bands and protocols
• Analog Circuits – Voltage Mode & Current Mode
• Neural Networks
• Genetic Algorithm
• Evolving Hardware & Software
• Image Processing
• Digital Signal Processing
• Millennium Prize Problems
• Future of Solid State
The seminar aimed to give a brief overview of key research
areas and address questions like how to start pursuing
research in the above fields, preliminary problems faced,
etc. The seminar was attended by mostly first and second
years.
URL: Seminar on key research areas
Yugma
IEEE NSIT launched its technical newsletter this year.

YUGMA is a Sanskrit word meaning collaboration of
efforts. It is an apt name as it represents the collaboration of
Puff and Gush
the efforts of our students in bringing about innovative
Puff and Gush was a fun filled event which was organized changes in the IEEE NSIT chapter.
by IEEE NSIT in an attempt to involve the dormant With its first two editions being a huge success, we are
members in the society activities.
planning to release out further new editions.
The objective of the event was to blow as many balloons as http://www.nsitonline.in/societies/ieee/downloads/yugma2.p
possible in a single minute and burst them simultaneously df
using your hands after tying them up.
Ayush Jain ayush.jain@ieee.org
The event registered participation by over a 100 members Chair, IEEE NSIT Student Branch
and was a huge success.
Dept. of Information Technology, NSIT
Delhi University, India
URL:
http://www.nsitonline.in/societies/ieee/trebuchetwars08.php www.ieeensit.org
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Multicore Architectures and related software
infrastructure
Design, analysis, implementation and performance
measurement of multi-processor systems
Parallel languages and compilers, operating systems and
Programming environment for multi-processor systems
Distributed and Pervasive Systems
Wearable Computing and Applications
Hardware and Software Architectures for AI
Human-Machine Interface
Computer Networks and Security

Upcoming IEEE Conferences in Region 10
http://www.ewh.ieee.org/reg/10/conferences/Conferences
-in-R10.htm

TENCON 2008
November 18-21, 2008, Hyderabad, India
Sponsored by IEEE Region 10 and Organized by IEEE,
Hyderabad Section
http://www.tencon2008.org/

TENCON 2008 will be held in Hyderabad, India during
Software Systems
November 18-21, 2008. The conference will feature
Specification, Design and Implementation of Software
plenary/invited talks by eminent scientists and engineers,
Systems
tutorials, paper presentations, poster sessions and industrial
Software Testing, Validation and Verification
exhibits. The theme of the conference is 'Innovative
Software Security and Reliability
Technologies for Societal Transformation'. An interesting
Enterprise Architecture
feature of this conference is the student design contest being
Information Management
organized in all subject areas relevant to the conference.
Electronic Commerce
Prospective authors are invited to submit papers, in standard
Theme Technologies for Societal Transformation
IEEE format, not exceeding 6 pages. Guidelines for online
Nano-Technology
submission of papers will be available on the conference
ICT for Agriculture, Education and Healthcare
website shortly.
Technologies for Challenged
Topics
Transportation including Hybrid Vehicles
End-use Efficiency
Power Engineering
Power System Operation and Control
Important Dates
Power System Transmission and Protection
Submission of Papers: May 01, 2008
Power Electronics and Drives
Notification of Acceptance: July 01, 2008
Distribution Automation
Camera Ready Papers: August 01, 2008
Power Generation - Renewable Energy
Submission for Design Contest: June 01, 2008
Power Quality and Reliability
Notification of Acceptance
July 01, 2008
Power Sector Reforms - Tariff, Open Access Operation
Tutorial Proposals:
May 01, 2008
Notification of Acceptance
July 01, 2008
Signal Processing
Tutorials
November 18, 2008
Statistical and Adaptive Signal Processing
Conference: November 19-21, 2008
Wavelets and Multirate Signal Processing
Multi-Dimensional Signal Processing
General Co-Chairs
Signal Processing for Communications
B.L. Deekshatulu, Fellow, IEEE
Speech Signal Processing
C. Satish, R10 IAS West Chapters Chair
Sensor-Array Signal Processing
M.B. Srinivas, Chairman, IEEE Hyderabad Section
Bio-Medical Signal Processing
Dr. M.B. Srinivas
Computer Vision and Image Understanding
Associate Professor and Chair, Center for VLSI and
Image/Video Coding and Transmission
Embedded System Technologies IIIT, Gachibowli,
Image/Video Indexing and Retrieval
Hyderabad 500032, India
Image and Video Security
Communications
Communication Systems
Modulation and Coding
Wireless Systems including MIMO
Wideband Communications
Communication Networks
Optical Communications
Wireless Networks including Wi-Fi, Wi-MAX and Sensor
Networks
Multimedia Communications
Circuits and Systems
Nano-Meter CMOS Devices and Circuits
Low-Power Design Techniques
System-on-Chip/Network-on-Chip Design
Analog, Mixed-Signal and RF Circuits
DSP/FPGA Architectures and Design
Embedded/Real-time Systems

IEEE Asia-Pacific Conference on Circuits and Systems,
November 30th - December 3th, 2008
Website: http://apccas2008.umac.mo/
Call for Papers, Call for Special Sessions and Call for
Tutorials, Deadline : April 15th, 2008
STUDENT PAPER CONTEST
(Sponsored by IEEE CAS Society Region 10)
The 9th of the biennial Asia Pacific Conference on Circuits
and Systems, will be held in the Venetian Macao-ResortHotel, Macao, China, in a convenient location close to the
prestigious UNESCO World Heritage sites. The APCCAS is
a major international forum established by the IEEE Circuits
and Systems Society - CASS for scholars, scientists,
educators, students and engineers to exchange their latest
findings in circuits and systems.

Computing
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Final Paper Submission Deadline: 15 Aug 2008
http://soli08.bjtu.edu.cn

2008 IEEE 12th Workshop on Future Trends of
Distributed Computing Systems - FTDCS
01 Jul - 03 Jul 2008
Conference Location: Kunming, China
Sponsored By: Computer Society - C
Abstract Submission Deadline: 30 Apr 2008
Final Paper Submission Deadline: 08 Aug 2008
http://dpse.eas.asu.edu/ftdcs2008/
2008 1st Asia-Pacific Optical Fiber Sensors Conference
(APOS ) 01 Aug - 03 Aug 2008
Conference Location: Chengdu, China
Sponsored By: Chengdu Section
Abstract Submission Deadline: 20 May 2008
Final Paper Submission Deadline: 20 May 2008
http://www.apos2008.org
2008 International Symposium i n IT (ITSim 2008)
26 Aug - 28 Aug 2008
Conference Location: Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Sponsored By: Malaysia Section C Chapter
Abstract Submission Deadline: 01 Apr 2008
Final Paper Submission Deadline: 15 Jun 2008
http://www.ftsm.ukm.my/ieeeitsim08/
2008 Fourth International Conference on Intelligent
Computing (ICIC 2008) 15 Sep - 18 Sep 2008
Conference Location: Shanghai, China
Sponsored By: Computational Intelligence Society - CIS
Abstract Submission Deadline: 10 Apr 2008
Final Paper Submission Deadline: 15 Jun 2008
http://www.ic-ic.org/2008/index.htm
2008 8th IEEE International Working Conference on
Source Cod e Analysis and Manipulation (SCAM 2008)
28 Sep - 29 Sep 2008
Conference Location: Beijing, China
Sponsored By: Computer Society - C
Abstract Submission Deadline: 21 Apr 2008
Final Paper Submission Deadline: 30 Jun 2008
http://www2008.ieee-scam.org/
2008 International Conference on Advanced
Technologies for Communications (ATC 2008)
06 Oct - 09 Oct 2008
Conference Location: Hanoi, Vietnam
Sponsored By: Communications Society - COM
Abstract Submission Deadline: 31 May 2008
http://www.atc08.org

2008 International Conference on Control, Automation
and Systems (ICCAS) 14 Oct - 17 Oct 2008
Conference Location: Seoul, Korea (South)
Sponsored By: Control Systems Society - CS, Industrial
Electronics Society - IE, Robotics and Automation Society RA
Abstract Submission Deadline: 30 Apr 2008
Final Paper Submission Deadline: 31 Jul 2008
http://www.iccas.org
2008 International Conference on Electrical Machines
and Systems (ICEMS) 17 Oct - 20 Oct 2008
Conference Location: Wuhan, China
Sponsored By: Industry Applications Society - IA,
Industrial Electronics Society - IE
Abstract Submission Deadline: 15 Apr 2008
Final Paper Submission Deadline: 31 Jul 2008
http://www.icems2008.com
2008 International Conference on Emerging
Technologies (ICET) 18 Oct - 19 Oct 2008
Conference Location: Rawalpindi, Pakistan
Sponsored By: Islamabad Section
Abstract Submission Deadline: 23 Jun 2008
Final Paper Submission Deadline: 31 Aug 2008
http://www.ceme.edu.pk/icet2008
2008 9th International Conference on Solid-State and
Integrated-Circuit Technology (ICSICT)
20 Oct - 23 Oct 2008
Conference Location: Beijing, China
Sponsored By: Electron Devices Society - ED, Beijing
Section, China Council, Beijing Section ED Chapter,
Beijing Section SSC Chapter
Abstract Submission Deadline: 31 May 2008
http://www.ime.pku.edu.cn/icsict
2008 1st International Conference on Distributed
Framework 7 Applications (DFmA 2008)
21 Oct - 22 Oct 2008
Conference Location: Penang, Malaysia
Sponsored By: Malaysia Section C Chapter
Abstract Submission Deadline: 30 May 2008
Final Paper Submission Deadline: 01 Sep 2008
http://nrg.cs.usm.my/dfma08

2008 IEEE 10th Workshop on Multimedia Signal
Processing (MMSP) 08 Oct - 10 Oct 2008
Conference Location: Cairns, Queensland, Australia
Sponsored By: Signal Processing Society - SP
Abstract Submission Deadline: 18 Apr 2008
Final Paper Submission Deadline: 18 Jul 2008
http://www.mmsp2008.org

2008 IEEE International Workshop on Safety, Security
& Rescue Robotics (SSRR)
21 Oct - 24 Oct 2008
Conference Location: Sendai, Japan
Sponsored By: Robotics and Automation Society - RA
Abstract Submission Deadline: 16 Jun 2008
Final Paper Submission Deadline: 31 Aug 2008
http://www.rm.is.tohoku.ac.jp/ssrr2008/

2008 IEEE International Confer ence on Service
Operations and Logistics, and Informatics (SOLI)
12 Oct - 15 Oct 2008
Conference Location: Beijing, China
Sponsored By: Intelligent Transportation Systems Society ITS
Abstract Submission Deadline: 01 Jun 2008

2008 Chinese Conference On Pattern Recognition
(CCPR) 22 Oct - 24 Oct 2008
Conference Location: Beijing, China
Sponsored By: Beijing Section
Abstract Submission Deadline: 10 Jun 2008
Final Paper Submission Deadline: 10 Aug 2008
http://www.nlpr.ia.ac.cn/ccpr2008/
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2008 9th International Confere nce on Signal Processing
(ICSP 2008) 26 Oct - 29 Oct 2008
Conference Location: Beijing, China
Sponsored By: Signal Processing Society - SP, Beijing
Section, China Council, Beijing Section SP Chapter
Abstract Submission Deadline: 15 Jun 2008
http://icsp08.bjtu.edu.cn/
2008 IEEE Asian Solid-State Circuits Conference (ASSCC) 03 Nov - 05 Nov 2008
Conference Location: Fukuoka, Japan
Sponsored By: Solid-State Circuits Society - SSC
Abstract Submission Deadline: 09 Jun 2008
Final Paper Submission Deadline: 15 Aug 2008
http://www.a-sscc.org
2008 IEEE International Confer ence On Sustainable
Energy Technologies (ICSET) 24 Nov - 27 Nov 2008
Conference Location: Singapore, Singapore
Sponsored By: Industry Applications Society - IA,
Industrial Electronics Society - IE, Power Engineering
Society - PE, Singapore Section, Singapore Section IA/PEL
Joint Chapter
Abstract Submission Deadline: 01 May 2008
Final Paper Submission Deadline: 15 Sep 2008
http://www.icset2008.org/
2008 3rd International Conference on Sensing
Technology (ICS T 2008) 30 Nov - 03 Dec 2008
Conference Location: Taipei, Taiwan
Sponsored By: Tainan Section
Abstract Submission Deadline: 29 Jun 2008
Final Paper Submission Deadline: 21 Sep 2008
http://conf.ncku.edu.tw/icst2008/

Regional Director: Janina Mazierska
Email: j.mazierska@ieee.org
Past Regional Director: Seiichi Takeuchi
Email: s.takeuchi@ieee.org
Director Elect (Vice Chair): Yong Jin Park
Email: park@hyuee.hanyang.ac.kr
Secretary: Marzuki Bin Khalid
Email: marzuki@utmkl.utm.my
Treasurer: Takatoshi Minami
Email: r10-treasurer@ieee.org
Section/Chapter Coordinator & Regional Chapter
Coordinator: Miki Yamamoto
Email: yamamoto-m@ieee.org
Educational Activities Coordinator: Norman Mariun
Email: mariunn@ieee.org
Membership Development Coordinator: Pingzhi Fan
Email: p.fan@ieee.org
Regional Conference Coordinator: Lawrence Wong
Wai Choong
Email: l.wong@ieee.org
Student Activities Coordinator: Mini Shaji Thomas
Email: mini@ieee.org
Technical Activities Coordinator: Mahendra Shah
Email: mmshah@ieee.org
Awards & Recognition Committee Chair: Yat Wing
Liu
Email: ywliu@ieee.org

2008 International Symposium o n Information Theory
and its Applications (ISITA) 07 Dec - 10 Dec 2008
Conference Location: Auckland, New Zealand
Sponsored By: Information Theory Society - IT
Abstract Submission Deadline: 07 May 2008
Final Paper Submission Deadline: 07 Sep 2008
http://www.cs.auckland.ac.nz/research/conferences/isita2008/

2008 International Conference on Field-Programmable
Technology (FPT) 08 Dec - 10 Dec 2008
Conference Location: Taipei, Taiwan
Sponsored By: Circuits and Systems Society - CAS,
Electron Devices Society - ED, Taipei Section
Abstract Submission Deadline: 09 Jun 2008
Final Paper Submission Deadline: 08 Sep 2008
http://www.icfpt.org
The Third International Conference on Bio-Inspired
Computing: Theories and Applications (BIC-TA 2008)
28 September - 1 October 2008
Paper Submission: Friday 16 May 2008
Venue: National Wine Centre, Adelaide, Australia
Website: http://www.bic-ta.org

R10 Executive Committee 2008

Women In Engineering Coordinator: Ramalatha
Marimuthu
Email: ramalatha_marimuthu@yahoo.com
Life Member Coordinator: Graeme Gwilliam
Email: gb.gwilliam@ieee.org
Industry Liaison Coordinator: Isao Shirakawa
Email: sirakawa@hyogo.ac.jp
Electronic Communication Coordinator & Newsletter
Editor: Zia Ahmed
Email: r10-ecn@ieee.org
Bylaws / Operations Manual Coordinator: Akinori
Nishihara
Email: aki@cradle.titech.ac.jp
Representative, Regional GOLD Coordinator: Helene
Fung Hoi-Ying
Email: helenefung@yahoo.com.au
Special Projector Coordinator: Lance Fung Chun Che
Email: lanceccfung@ieee.org
Advisory Committee:
Low Teck Seng tslow@rp.sg
Jung Uck Seo
juseo@ieee.org
Student Representative: Om Perkash Batra
Email: opbatra2kn@gmail.com
IEEE Asia Pacific Operations Centre: Fanny Su &
Serena Dhing http://www.ewh.ieee.org/ieee/apo/
Email: ieee.apo@ieee.org
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